Nuincrical computations of the local change with rcspect to tiinc of thc local tendency of the vertical componcnt of the vorticity of the surface wind and a stability index wcrc niadc a t %hour intervals for fifteen tornado days during the period from February to June 1961. Average values of thcsc two parameters were coniputed with rcfcrcncc to tornado occurrences a t the ccntcr of the computation grid. Thcse avcragc Yalues are shown for five timc periods: 9 to 12 hr., 6 to 9 hr., 3 to 6 hr., 0 to 3 hr. prior to tornado occurrences, and 0 to 3 hr. after tornado occurrcnces. It appcars the tornadoes develop within an area under the influcncc of increasing cyclonic vorticity tcndciicy and characterized by a conditionally unstable air mass. Thesc conditions apparently exist during a short tinic intcrval bcforc tornado occurrencc. with tornadocs developing only after thcir combincd intensity reaches a critical value.
INTRODUCTION
Successful tornado prediction in the past litis resulted largely from forecasters' ability to evaluate the potential thermal instability of the air mass, coupled with their ability to estiniate correctly the strength of the synoptic system containing the tornado development. Tornadoes develop, from the one extrcrne, in weak motion systems with strong air mass instability, to the other extreme, in strong motion systems with weak air mass instability. The search for the proper combination of these conditions prior to tornado development has been difficult, partly because of the lack of an objective method of evaluating the intensity of the motion system. The purpose of t,his paper is to describe an objective machine method for evaluating air mass stability and the intensity of the motion system on a space and time scale geared to the operational requirements of the Severe Local Storms Forecast Center. I n this objective method the air mass stability is based on the difference between the 500-mb. tempertiture and the temperature of a parcel of air lifted moist adiabatically from its sea level wet bulb temperature to 500 mb. The strength of the motion system is based on the local change of the vorticity tendency a t the surface. Developinent and testing of this objective machine method was done on the I B M 1620 Data Processing System in the Severe Local Storins Forecast Center.
SOURCE DATA
Data for the project consisted of sea level pressure, surface temperature, dew point,, wind direction, and wind speed for 115 weather stations in the Central and Southern Plains of the United States. Reports were assembled for the 6-hourly and 3-hourly reporting times. Dates included were February 17, 1\lIarcli 5, 26, April 30, May 3,4, 5, 6, 7, and June 3 , 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 1961 . Tornadoes occurred, either isolated or in groups, on all of these days in the area under study. Temperature and dew point were reduced to sea level using stiindard lapse rates of 5.37667 and 0.91403"F./1000 ft., respectively. Surface winds were broken down into u and v components and data interpolated to points on 8 grid of 20 rows by 21 columns. Grid points were approsiniiitely 43 n. mi. apart. The grid was centered near central Oklahoma, extended westward to the Rockies, eastward to tQe Mississippi, southward to southern Texas, and northward to central Nebraska and southern Iowa. Data inter-I n an earlier study, Foster [1] found that tornadoes occurred in the eastern portions of mas<nia of cyclonic vorticity, cyclonic vorticity tendency, negative divergence, and negative divergence tendency. Although there was a very lwge area of instability, tornadoes occurred on!y in the area where the above mentioned musinia traversed the unstable area. In this study the strength of the motion system has been bwed on the local clitmge with respect to time of the vorticity tendency a t the surface of the earth. Since the vorticity tendency is the rate of production of vorticity, another time derivatire of the vorticity tendency indicates a quickening or a retardtition of this process and, in this sense, can be called vorticity acceleration. The vorticity acceleration equation, as presented by House [2] is as follows:
It ciin be seen that a11 of the ternis mentioned in Foster's first study appear in this equation with the proper sign so ns to contribute to cyclonic vorticity acceler a t' ion.
The term that involves the local change of the advection of vorticity would contribute to cyclonic vorticity acceleration in the forwiird, or downwind, portions of tthe vorticity masinium, if the vorticity gradient was increasing and/or the wind was increasing locally with respect to time. House goes on to explain that most of the successful rules for tornado prediction can be relegated to their proper positions through an evaluation of equation (1) .
The vorticity acceleration equation used here is in a slightly different form than t,hat presented by House. 
ax b y are omitted from the ecju:ition. Evaluating these terms by finite differences with Ax and A?] of 86 11. mi. yields masinium values normidly one to two orders of magnitude less than t,otal values for all of the terms. All of the otlier terms were eva1u:lted.
STABILITY INDEX
The significance of the stability indes relative to tornado development is discussed in [3] and the accompanying references. Usually, a stabilit,y index is found by lifting a parcel of air from 850 mb., or froin the top of a moist layer, to 500 nib. and finding the difference between the lifted parcel temperature and the 500-mb. temperature. Often a parcel whose temperature and mixing ratio are means for tlie lower 100-nib. layer, or for the lower 3,000 ft., is lifted to 500 nib. to find the lifted parcel temperature. In this study, the parcel is lifted from the surface to 500 nib. to find a lifted pnrcel temperature. The advantage of using a surface parcel is the increased frequency of surface observations over upper-air soundings and the closer network of surface reports compared to upper-air soundings. Actually, the surface temperature and dew point are reduced to sen level along standard lapse rates mentioned earlier; the lifted parcel temperature a t 500 nib. along the pseudoadiabat that passes through tlie sea level wet bulb temperature, is subtracted from the observed 500-mb. temperature to find the stability indes. The sea level wet bulb temperature was computed from an equation used by the Weather Records Processing Center formerly located a t Kaiisas City.
T , Tu, Td nre sea level telnperature, wet, bulb temperature, arid dew point tempernture, respectively, in O F . and p s is sea level pressure in inches of Hg.
The relationship between sen level wet bulb temperature and the corresponding 500-nib. temperature on t i pseudoadiabat through the sea level wet bulb tempemture was obtained by selecting p&rs of data from tables given in 
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T5 is the lifted temperature a t 500 nib. and T , is the wet bulb temperature a t sea level, both in "C. Since 500-nib.
temperatures :we availtib!e only a t 0000 and 1200 G h m , and computations were mnde every 3 hr., something should be said about the treutment of 500-mb. temperatures a t the intervening hours. The primary area of interest for possible tornndo activity lies within the warm sector of cyclones where iicliabntic cooling a t 500 mb. from vertical motion is g e n e d l y opposed by warn1 air advection. Therefore, the tempernture was held constant for a few trial cases until it became obvious that there was too much change between 0900 :Lnd 1200 GMT, and between 2100 and 0000 GRIIT. I n order to smooth these changes a diurnal correction for the 500-mb. tenipei~ature was introduced.
It varied b y months :~nd tiiiie of day as given in table 1. When these corrections were added to the 500-mb. teniperatures, the shbility ptitterns showed smoother coiitinuity froin one time period to the nest without the obvious bretik in continuity just prior to new 500-nib. temperature observ titi o tis.
RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS
Results of these coinputtitions have been averaged to show their relntionship to a large number of tornadoes. Tornadoes were plotted mid giren the coordinates of the grid point closest to which they occurred. The grid was then centered on the coordinates of each tornado and the point values a t each grid point five rows and five colunuis in :ill directions from the tornado were averaged. The areraging process was repeated five tinies, for data 9 to 12 hr., 6 to 9 lir., 3 to 6 Itr., 0 to 3 hr. prior to, and 0 to 3 hr. after tornado occurrences. Figure 1 shows a positire vorticity acceleration aren entering the western side of t>he computation area and beginning to intersect an unstable tongue of air extending northwmd from the southern edge of the cornputation tiren, 9 to 12 hr. before 86 tornadoes occurred a t the center of the computation area. It is interesting to note the combined values of stability index and vorticity acceleration. It is convenient to combine the two values by inultiplying the vorticity acceleration \riilue by 100, changing the sign of the stability indes, and adding the two fields graphically. The combined d u e of the two parameters for the 9 to 12-hr. computation litis a maximum of 5 . 3 a t four grid points (about 172 mi.) west of tornado occurrence. Figure 2 shows the relationship 6 to 9 hr. prior to 93 tornado occurrences. The vorticity acceleration area has increased slightly and moved closer to the tornado location.
-. oo -.oo -.01 -.01 -.oo -. 9.3 at two grid points west and one south (about 96 mi. west-southwest) of tornado occurrence, having increased again and moved still closer. Figure 4 shows average values 0 to 3 hr. prior to 93 tornado occurrences. The maximum combined value is 9.5 a t one grid point west and one south (about 61 mi. southwest) of tornado occurrence, having increased even more and moved very close to tornado location. Combined vitlucs probably exceed 10 where isolines of 0.04 and -6 intcrsect. The thousandths position of the vorticity accelertrtion computation is dropped and tlie hurtdredtlrs position is not rounded off to the nearest one one-hundredth. Figure 5 shows combined values with their standard deviations a t tornado location and a t four surrounding grid points. The combined value southeast of tornado location is the most stable. One can imagine the air mass being tlic least disturbed a t this point by transicnt mesoscale systems associated with tornado development. The point northwest of tornado location is the most unstable. Here one would expect the air inass frequently to be disturbed by mesoscale systems. The points between have occasionitlly been disturbed by niesoscale systems between observation time and tornado time, which may have been as much its 3 hr. Figure 6 shows average values 0 to 3 hr. after 92 tornado occurrences. The air mass has stabilized a t the point of tornado occurrence and the positive vorticity acceleration area has split and moved away from the tornado location. The combined value of the parameters, 9.2, two grid points to the south of tornado location indicates tornadoes may have developed in this area a t a later time. On occasion they did, but more frequently the trend of the increase of the conibined value of the parameters reversed a t this point and b y 3 to 6 hr. after tornado occurrence the two patterns of vorticity acceleration and stability index had pulled away from each other.
T h e sequence of patterns discussed abovc suggests strongly that tornadoes occur within an area under tlie influence of positive vorticity acceleration characterized b y a conditionally unstable air mass. The combined value of the two parameters reaches a critical value a t tornado occurrence that limy be very close to 10.
TESTING THE COMBINED VALUE
The combined value of 10 discussed in the previous section was tested on nll tornadoes occurring within the computrition ami. It was discovered that often the vorticity acceleration value alone exceeded 0.10, and occasionally the stability index was less than -10, yet no tornadoes occurred. Generally, the stability index was -2 or less, tlie vorticity acceleration 0.02 or larger, and their coiiibitied value 10 or larger for tornadoes to occur. These values were tested on the data 0 to 3 hr. prior to tornado occurrences. There were 40,014 grid point coinputations made, of which 1,070 had conibiiied values of 10 or more. Of these, 423 were associated with tornadoes either a t the grid point or within one grid point from the compact pnttern made by the e q u d to or greater than 10 values. The reinnining 647 h d no tornadoes reported in the ricinity. 'l'liese points were concentrated in two generd synoptic areas. One area was in the wake depression that frequently develops to the rear of instability lines where tlie vorticity accelertition shows a positive value, but, :mording to Williiims [ 5 ] , tlie air mass has not recovered froin the subsidence that followed the main thunderstorm complex. The other area was in the warm iiioist unstable tongue of iLir farther to the south of tornado development. This is a region where, according to [3] , the moist layer which initially is of more or less uniform depth, decreases in depth or remains unchanged, capped securely by a tc nip era ture inrersi on. Another test considered tlie tornadoes reported. Of the 1S5 tornadoes reported, 142 fell a t or within one grid point of a combined value of 10 or greater. The remaining 43 fell in areas with coiiibiiied values less than 10. It was obvious in examining many of these cases that the coinbined value could hive reached 10 or greater and receded again during the time interval between data observation and tornado observation. There were other cases in which the reporting time of the tornado could be questioned. T>ible 2 summarizes the relationsliips discussed above.
SUMMARY
This is the first time vorticity acceleration has been related to a liirge number of tornado occurrences. It was felt tliiLt to try to show the relationship without n thermodynaiiiic pariiniet,er would be as misleading tis showing the relntionstiip of tormdoes to air mass instability without n kinematic parameter. It is gratifying to see how combining the values of the two parameters eliminated from coiisiderntion large portions of both the unstable nir mass and areas of positive vorticity accelerntion. Torndoes developed only when the two areas overlapped each other and then only when their combined value reached R criticiil figure. It is interesting to note that even in areas of large positive vorticity acceleration few tornadoes formed unless the stability index was -2 or less. Also, few tornadoes formed in very unstable air unless the vorticity acceleration was 0.02 or larger. These two parnnieters obviously play a very iniportatit role in the developmelit of tornadoes. However, other parameters must be considered before the tornado environment can be definitely recognized.
No thing hiis been said about the problem of forecasting the vdues of these parameters. This opens a whole new field of investigntioti. However, before any attempt is made to forecast these parameters, their relationship to tornado occurrences should be definitely established and properly ev:Lluirted. This has been the qole purpose of this study.
